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Abstract—This paper proposes a classification approach of a
malignant or bening polyp type by multiple CNN-SVM classifiers
using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) as feature extractor
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) as classifier from three
kinds of endoscope images as white light image, dye image and
Narrow Band Image (NBI). First, the polyp feature is extracted
using CNN as feature extractor from three kinds of endoscope
images using each datasets. Second, classifiers are generated as
many as three kinds of combinations using SVM and each image
is classified. Finally, the final classification result is judged by
voting processing from the result obtained by each classifier.
The effectiveness of the proposed method was confirmed through
experiments in which both validity and accuracy of multiple
CNN-SVM voting results were evaluated using actual malignant
or benign polyp images.

Keywords–Polyp Classification; Endoscope Image; Voting Pro-
cessing; Pre-Trained Network; Convolutional Neural Network;
Support Vector Machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

The polyp diagnosis is conducted using the endoscope
in the medical scene, according to the prevalence rate of
colorectal cancer has been increasing. There are various forms
of polyps, such as protuberance type, surface flat type, surface
recessed type and so on. These shapes are used as a reference
when judging the malignancy/benignity of polyps. However, it
is difficult to judge if a polyp is benign/malignant only by its
shape, in some cases, and the diagnostic result of polyp using
endoscope depends on the experience of the medical doctor.
There are many cases where correct diagnosis is obtained
by the medical doctor as the pathological diagnosis judges
correctly. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a computer-
aided system with computer vision technology to eliminate
the difference in the diagnosis results from the experience of
the doctor and to reduce the burden of the medical provider.

As a method to judge the malignant/benign polyp from
endoscope images, some methods [1][2] have been proposed.
In these methods [1][2], a ultra-high magnification endoscope
is used for the polyp diagnosis with high precision. The ultra-
high magnification endoscope has higher magnification than

regular endoscope and it enables the diagnosis at the cell level.
However, it requires a lot of diagnosis time when ultrahigh
magnification is used, and this would put additional burden on
the patient.

Therefore, this paper proposes a method to classify malig-
nant or benign polyp using regular endoscope images.

Actually, there are many non-polyp scenes in endoscope
video of the regular endoscope, which makes it difficult to
classify the malignant or benign polyp. Therefore, for our
proposed method, a necessary condition is that only the polyp
images be used as the target. Paper [3] and [4] were proposed
for polyp detection. These papers detect polyps with the
rectangles (as shown in Figure 1). There are three types of
images which are taken by the regular endoscope: with white
light, dye and narrow band image (NBI) in general. These three
kinds of images have different characteristics and the difficulty
of classification level of malignant or benign polyp depends on
the condition of each image. In this paper, the polyp region is
extracted with the rectangle by methods [3][4] and three types
of images taken by the regular endoscope are used for the
classification. Accurate classification of malignant or benign
polyp are tried from each image features for supporting the
medical diagnosis.

Section II introduces the proposed method. Section III
gives the result of our experiment. Finally, Section IV con-
cludes the proposed method.

(a)Result of Detection (b)Region of Rectangle

Figure 1. Detected Polyp
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II. PROPOSED METHOD

Our proposed method uses features [5][6] obtained by pre-
trained network for malignant or benign polyp classification.
Specifically, each feature is extracted from Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN) [7] using each of three kinds of images
with white light, dye and NBI, respectively. Multiple Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [8] is used for the classification of
diagnosis using extracted CNN features.

The procedure of the proposed method is as follows (as
shown in Figure 2).

Step 0 Assign labels to endoscope images.
Step 1 Extract CNN features obtained from each input

image of three kinds of images.
Step 2 Construct multiple SVM classifiers using CNN

features.
Step 3 Extract features for evaluation with CNN as Step

1.
Step 4 Classify malignant or benign polyp using multi-

ple SVM classifiers constructed in Step 2 using
features obtained in Step 3.

Step 5 Determine the final result by a voting process
using the classified result of multiple SVM clas-
sifiers.

Figure 2. Flow of The Proposed Method

A. Assign Label to Endoscope Images
There are White Light (Figure 3(a)(d)), Dye (Figure

3(b)(e)) and NBI (Figure 3(c)(f)) that can be taken by the
regular endoscope. These endoscope images have different
characteristics and they have the following features.

White Light: Taken in normal condition.
Dye: Taken with indigo carmine stain solution or crystal

violet stain solution sprayed on the polyp, and the
irregularities of the lesion are emphasized.

NBI: Taken in the state irradiated with light which
is easily absorbed by hemoglobin in the blood
different from normal light and its blood vessels
and patterns are emphasized around the lesion.

Assign labels to these image as malignant polyp (Figure
3(d)(e)(f)) or benign (Figure 3(a)(b)(c)) polyp and also assign

labels on the types of the above endoscope images. Six kinds
of labels are attached, as shown in the Figure 3.

(a)White Light (b)Dye (c)NBI

(d)White Light (e)Dye (f)NBI

Figure 3. Endoscope Image

B. Feature Extraction Using CNN
Differences in polyp features are necessary to classify the

malignancy/benignity of a polyp. However, it is difficult in
general to use the empirical feature, such as Scale invariant
feature transform (SIFT) [9] to classify malignancy/benignity
polyp. CNN is highly evaluated as a feature extractor in recent
years and the CNN feature is used for feature extraction in case
of the polyp images. AlexNet [10] is used as a model of CNN
for feature extraction and corresponding 4096-dimensional
polyp features are extracted from each of the seventh layers
among totally connected layers with input of each of three
kinds of endoscopic images: white light, dye, and NBI.

1) Convolutional Neural Network: CNN is a network con-
sisting of convolution layers that perform local feature extrac-
tion of images and pooling layers that collect extracted features
where feature extraction and classification are performed in a
network. Recently, it has been treated as a feature extractor
by using only the feature extraction location, and it has been
proved to have highly general versatility as a feature extractor.

2) AlexNet: AlexNet is a model learned for image classi-
fication using the classification task of ILSVRC 2012 and it
is CNN consisting of 8 layers (as shown in Figure 4). This
CNN model extracts features of 4096-dimensions for each
input image and performs classification of 1000 classes. In this
paper, feature extraction is obtained from the seventh layer as
all connected layers of AlexNet.

Figure 4. Alexnet layers
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C. Construction of Classifiers Using Extracted Features
Classifiers of malignant or benign polyps are constructed

using the extracted features described in Section II-B. SVM
is used as classifier and it is constructed for three kinds of
features consisting of white light, dye and NBI extracted from
CNN, but the condition changes based on which image type is
easy to be classified as malignant or benign polyp. Classifiers
are constructed for the maximum number of combinations
consisting of three kinds of features, and each classifier corre-
sponds to each kind of image. Each classifier easily classifies
malignant or benign polyp or not depending on polyp. Here,
the input of each classifier is corresponding image features
which were used when constructing each one. The output of
each classifier is each diagnosis result of input images. Table
I shows the combination type of features and the number of
classifications.

TABLE I. COMBINATION

Combination of Features Number of Classifications
White Light 1
Dye 1
NBI 1
White Light + Dye 2
White Light + NBI 2
Dye + NBI 2
White Light + Dye + NBI 3

D. Classification Result with Voting Processing
The result of each classifier constructed with the method

from Section II-C may be different even for the same polyp
depending on the kind of image. Therefore, the final result is
determined by combining the results from each classifier. In
the voting processing, classification score as the classification
result obtained from each SVM is added to the evaluation score
so that the reliability of the final score is improved rather
than only handling one classification as one vote. Here, the
approach handles the classification score as a weight of one
vote. The calculation formula of the voting process is shown
in Equation (1).

Here, ”Label” represents the classification score derived
from Equation (2), ”Score” represents the classification score
of the result classified by SVM, n represents the number of
classification classes, ”Decision” represens the classification
result of SVM, ”Benign” indicates probability of a benign
polyp, ”Malignant” indicates probability of a malignant polyp.

Label =

12∑
n=0

Scoren (1)

Label =

{
Benign (if Decision = Benign)
Malignant (otherwise)

(2)

Based on the probabilities of a benign polyp and the probability
of a malignant polyp calculated by Equation (1), the final result
is determined by the larger value as shown in Equation (3).

Here, ”result” represents the final result.

result =

{
Benign (if Benign > Malignant)
Malignant (otherwise)

(3)

As described above, voting processing is performed using
classification scores from the results classified from seven
classifiers. This solves the difficulties of classification derived
from the difference of polyps. Simultaneously, the accuracy
of classification becomes higher than classification by each
classifier.

III. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were performed to validate the proposed
method. The datasets used in the experiment were polyp
images obtained as the rectangle detected by methods [3][4].
In order to increase the dataset, images were added with
three types of rotation processing to the original image. In
addition, since the label of the dataset of the learning image
is unbalanced, undersampling on malignant/benign labels was
performed in this experiment. Tables II and III show the num-
ber of the learning images and the test images, respectively.

TABLE II. TRAINIMAGE

Malignant Benign
White Light 188 380
Dye 112 408
NBI 32 140

TABLE III. TESTIMAGE

Malignant Benign
White Light 180 180
Dye 180 180
NBI 180 180

Table IV shows the kind of classifier consisting of each
combination and correct/incorrect number of malignant and
benign polyps with the voting processing. As evaluation of

TABLE IV. CLASSIFICATION RESULT

Malignant Benign
True False True False

White Light 149 31 132 48
Dye 94 86 167 13
NBI 59 121 158 22
White Light + Dye 130 50 156 24
White Light + NBI 52 128 140 40
Dye + NBI 122 58 152 28
White Light + Dye + NBI 118 62 153 27
Poll Result 152 28 164 16

classification accuracy, each of Sensitivity, Specificity, Accu-
racy, Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive
Value (NPV) were calculated by the following formula.

True Positive (TP) represents numbers that classified ma-
lignant as malignant. False Negative (FN) represents numbers
that classified malignant as benign. False Positive (FP) rep-
resents numbers that classified benign as malignancy. True
Positive (TP) represents numbers that classified benign as
benign.

Sensitivity represents the validity that classified malignant
as malignant. Specificity represents the validity that classified
benign as benign. Accuracy represents the whole validity. PPV
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TABLE V. ACCURACY EVALUATION

Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy PPV NPV
White Light 75.6 80.9 78.0 82.7 73.3
Dye 87.8 66.0 72.5 52.2 92.7
NBI 72.8 56.6 60.2 32.7 87.7
White Light + Dye 84.4 75.7 79.4 72.2 86.6
White Light + NBI 56.5 52.2 53.3 28.8 77.7
Dye + NBI 81.3 72.3 76.1 67.7 84.4
White Light + Dye + NBI 81.3 71.1 75.2 65.5 85.0
Poll Result 90.4 85.4 87.7 84.4 91.1

represents positive predictive value that classified malignant
as malignant. NPV represents positive predictive value that
classified benign as benign.

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FP
(4)

Specificity =
TN

FN + TN
(5)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
(6)

PPV =
TP

TP + FN
(7)

NPV =
TN

FP + FN
(8)

From Table IV, it is shown that the proposed method
least misclassified the malignant polyps. In addition, Table
V shows that both Sensitivity as validity of malignant polyp
classification and PPV as predictive value of malignant polyp
were obtained with high accuracy. When a malignant polyp
was classified as a benign polyp, there would be a delay
in polyp extraction that could become life-threatening. From
these results, it is shown that the proposed method is useful for
polyp diagnosis. Furthermore, the accuracy as the validity from
all classifications shows high value in the proposed method.
Error classification examples of benign polyp (a) (b) (c) and
malignant polyp (d) (e) (f) are shown in Figure 5. A benign
polyp has usually a round shape and a malignant polyp has
a uneven shape with some feature on blood vessel. However,
the polyps in Figure 5 have the opposite features and there is
some possibility that this example is an incorrect classification
result.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, multiple CNN-SVM classifiers were con-
stucted using three kinds of endoscope images taken by regular
endoscope. The paper proposed a highly accurate classifica-
tion method by integrating the results based on the voting
processing. The effectiveness of the proposed method was
confirmed via experiments using actual endoscopic images to
classify malignant and benign polyps with CNN features and
multiple SVM classifiers. As future work, some improvement
is needed to reduce the misclassified polyps by increasing the
number of dataset and constructing a specialized CNN model
for endoscope images with fine tuning to get higher accuracy.
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(a)White Light (b)Dye (c)NBI

(d)White Light (e)Dye (f)NBI

Figure 5. Example of Error Classification
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